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All Sakai information and course material will be gone after

June 30th of this year. CSC has been using Canvas as its sole

learning management system for a full academic year now.

There are new elements integrated into Canvas course shells,

including a new template that is automatically applied on to

course shells.

 

With these updates, the process for rolling course content has

changed. The Teaching, Learning, Professional Education

Center (TLPEC) staff are happy to help faculty with this

process. Please contact our office for help.

 

But for those who wish to learn the process, and roll course

content themselves, a how-to manual has been created and is

available for reference. Click on the how-to manual image on

the right to read the document.

TLPEC spent much of the 2023-24 academic year learning and talking with educators about generative AI.

The following books are now available in the CSC Library— check out these quick and informative reads!

published March 2023

 Explains the need for

AI Literacy and its key aspects:

Awareness, Capability,

Knowledge, and Critical

Thinking, as well as how to

teach these vital skills.

published March 2023

Provides strategies for

incorporating AI tools into

teaching practices to create

inclusive, accessible,

personalized learning

environment that reach

more students & give

educators some time back. 

published May 2023

Offers a thoughtful, easy-to-

understand guide to navigating

the latest iteration of edtech.

Considers writing assignments

and assessment. QR codes link

to resources throughout. 

published March 2023

Provides practical ideas for

forward-thinking educators.

Lessons and prompts included.

Paints a picture of the future

students will face in an easy-

to-read guide.

*COMING SOON*

on order for the CSC TLPEC Library

published April 2024

Offers a practical guide on how faculty can harness and manage AI research,

work, and teaching tools. Chapters on feedback, cheating, role playing,

writing, and re-imaging creativity. 

 

"From interactive learning techniques to advanced assignment and

assessment strategies, this comprehensive guide offers practical suggestions

for integrating AI effectively into teaching and learning environments. Bowen

and Watson tackle crucial questions related to academic integrity, cheating,

and other emerging issues."

Button

"Playing games grows brains," claims Brain-

Compatible Strategies author, Dr. Eric P.

Jensen (Ph.D. in Human Development). Dr.

Jensen synthesizes brain research and

develops practical applications for educators.

He is listed among the top 30 educators in the

world by GlobalGurus.org.

 

Gamification in the Classroom

 

I know what you all must be thinking... you have dedicated your life's

work to your field of study, earned several advanced degrees, and have

developed courses fit for higher education settings. It's serious work

and someone is trying to take this serious content and lower the

standards into fun and games. Am I right?

 

This is the furthest intent from the truth, and I hope you will allow me

to explain. 

 

Today's learners are different than those of the past. They come from

diverse backgrounds with different learning and communication styles

and have grown up immersed in various technologies as a part of daily

life. In order to meet today's students where they are, it may be time

for us to adapt and include some elements that are familiar to them.

Many cultures learn through storytelling.

 

Gamification of learning is not about lowering standards—it's about

changing the methods of how information is delivered, in an attempt to

help today's learners more clearly understand, and more easily retain,

content.

 

A few examples of gamified learning options include...

Continue Reading

 

Using Microsoft Whiteboard for Course Content

 

SOCIAL MEDIA & EVENTS
 

AI Forum

In late April, the TLPEC team hosted

an AI Forum in the Library Learning

Commons basement. While enjoying

lemonade, cookies, and conversation,

educators, student curriculum

specialists, and librarians came

together to reflect on their use of

Generative AI during the 2023-24

academic year and to share edtech

tools with one another.

 

Using the summer to prepare

for classes next year? Click the

images below to learn about some of

the ideas & tools that were shared.

CSC faulty and staff join in conversation in the Library Learning Commons.  

RESEARCH RABBIT

A platform that empowers and

enables researchers to discover, and

visualize, relevant literature and

scholars—and then share collected

resources with colleagues. 

Button

PERPLEXITY

A natural language processing chat

bot designed to generate personal,

summarized, concise search results

with inline source citations. It

interprets queries and offers follow-

up suggestions to narrow searches.

Button

CONSENSUS

An academic search engine,

powered by AI. Current source

material used in Consensus comes

from the Semantic Scholar

database and includes over 200M

papers across all domains of

science. Their mission is to use AI

to make expert information

accessible to all.

Button

ELICIT

A Large Language Model (LLM)

Literature Review research assistant

which automates parts of a

researchers' workflow by showing

relevant papers and  summarizing

key information in an easy-to-use

table.
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